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E2 Forum Milano Digital Talk: opportunities for building upgrades
Promoted by ANIE AssoAscensori and organised by Messe Frankfurt
Italia, the digital edition of E2 Forum Milano was held on 3 December,
focusing on the world of vertical and horizontal transportation. For two
hours, participants explored one of the hottest topics in the industry,
looking at the opportunities for building upgrades and the tax benefits
that could be heralding a new era in urban regeneration.
Public involvement was high, presumably driven by a panel of speakers
that truly managed to present the topic coherently within the European
context, while also providing practical information about the raft of
incentives made available by the Italian government.
At the end, people were left in no doubt about the importance of
accelerating the pace of building upgrades to meet the targets for
energy efficiency and growth in employment, and to encourage the
adoption of new technologies to bolster building safety and accessibility.
In this context, such accessibility takes the form of lifts, which play a
critical role in transforming the built heritage. They improve user comfort
and greatly increase property value.
Angelo Fumagalli, President of ANIE AssoAscensori
"When talking about incentive mechanisms, it is necessary to guarantee
'equal dignity' for all the installations in a building, giving them the same
importance as is given to the building and the envelope. More
specifically, potentially extending the works covered by government
bonuses to include the installation and/or modernisation of lifts, goods
lifts and platform lifts will not only help increase the value of a property
but also, at the same time, improve the safety, accessibility, comfort and
energy efficiency of the building as a whole, through the use of new
digital technologies."
Wolfgang Marzin, President and Chief Executive Officer of Messe
Frankfurt GmbH “The E2 Forum Milano digital edition has achieved a
format that once again transports the success of its previous events to a
future-oriented, though pandemic-driven, digital highlight. Our thanks
go to all participants and especially to ANIE AssoAscensori, for its rich
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contribution to giving people in the industry a chance to learn about the
latest developments. Much is to be said on the issue of innovation in
buildings. And even more remains to be said in the future. E2 Forum
Milano will continue to explore the vertical development of our cities."
Carlo Corazza, Head of Office, European Parliament in Italy
"Thanks to Paolo Crisafi and Angelo Fumagalli, technical support was
provided by Re Mind for the agenda approved by the Chamber of
Deputies that has committed the government to revising building safety
regulations, including for installations and especially elevators. Making
buildings and the related installations safe can be done by making
special use of European funds such that all buildings become
accessible. The European Parliament is willing to work with Re Mind on
other issues tied to good practices for the maintenance and updating of
elevators."
Dario Trabucco, Professor at IUAV University in Venice and
Chairperson of the E2 Forum Milano Scientific Committee
"The E2 Forum Milano Digital Talk took place on 3 December - World
Disability Day. Building accessibility is not only a topic for disabled
people, but for anyone - the ill, injured, elderly and others - for whom a
flight of stairs is an insurmountable obstacle. Elevators make buildings
more user friendly and, despite not being directly part of the exceptional
110% bonus schemes that are all the rage at present, they remain an
important investment for the value of buildings."
Award for “Ticino x tutti 2.0”
During E2 Forum Milano Digital Talk, the “Ticino x tutti 2.0” awards
presentation took place. This initiative was born of the joint efforts of
ANIE AssoAscensori and the University of Pavia to promote, among
other aspects, accessibility and inclusive design. The best project went
to Riccardo Bellati and Sara Ventura.
Watch the event
About E2 Forum Milano
Within Messe Frankfurt's trade event portfolio for technology industries,
the E2 Forum Milano is one of four conference and exhibition forums for
the elevator and escalator industry alongside the E2 Forum Frankfurt in
Germany, IEE Expo in Mumbai and E2 Forum Mumbai.
Meet the industry next at:
E2 Forum Frankfurt: 30.6. + 1.7.2021, www.e2forum.com
E2 Forum Milano: www.e2forum.it
E2 Forum Mumbai: 2021,
e2forum.in.messefrankfurt.com/mumbai/en.html
International Elevator and Escalator Expo: Mumbai, 16-18 February
2022, www.ieeexpo.com
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Further information on the web at:
https://technology.messefrankfurt.com/frankfurt/en/industrysectors/building-technologies.html
Background information on Messe Frankfurt
Messe Frankfurt is the world’s largest trade fair, congress and event organiser with its own
exhibition grounds. The Messe Frankfurt Group employs around 2,500* people in a total of 30
subsidiaries. The company generated annual sales of approximately €250* million in 2020. Even
in difficult times caused by the coronavirus pandemic, we are globally networked with our industry
sectors. We have close ties with our industry sectors and serve our customers’ business interests
efficiently within the framework of our Fairs & Events, Locations and Services business fields.
One of the Group’s key USPs is its closely knit global sales network, which extends throughout
the world. Our comprehensive range of services – both onsite and online – ensures that
customers worldwide enjoy consistently high quality and flexibility when planning, organising and
running their events. We are expanding our digital expertise with new business models. The wide
range of services includes renting exhibition grounds, trade fair construction and marketing,
personnel and food services. Headquartered in Frankfurt am Main, the company is owned by the
City of Frankfurt (60 percent) and the State of Hesse (40 percent).
For more information, please visit our website at: www.messefrankfurt.com
* preliminary figures 2020
ANIE AssoAscensori is the Italian national elevator and escalator industry association of
companies that design, manufacture systems and/or components, install, repair and maintain
elevators, service lifts, escalators and mobile walkways, stair-lifts and platform lifts. With over
5,000 employees, the association’s member companies cover over 50% of the Italian market
of new systems and around 40% of the service market. The association operates as part of
ANIE, one of the biggest federations in the Confindustria system for importance and
representation. Through its fourteen associations, ANIE represents electro-technical and
electronic companies working in Italy, uniting strategic sectors that are an expression of the
technological excellence of “Made in Italy” and make an important contribution to the growth
of the country and its success on international markets. AssoAscensori is part of the ELA
(European Lift Association), its members being the most representative national associations
in this sector operating in the European Union and the EFTA zone. Its high number of
members has seen the ELA become the main player in the sector of elevators and escalators
in dialogue with European institutions and organisations.
www.assoascensori.it | www.anie.it
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